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How do I get more details on MRI-Simmons 
Variables used in the TV/MRI Fusion?

NPOWER

1. First check the MRI Client Data Dictionary to see if the column labeled “MRI Label” gives you the 
information you are looking for. For instance, you may want to know the time period of visiting 
fast food restaurants in the original MRI-Simmons survey questionnaire. In this example, looking at 
the MRI data dictionary gives you what you need - bought in the last 6 months!

2. However, the MRI label in the data dictionary may not have your answer. In the example below, 
we don’t have any idea from the dictionary about the time period of vet care spend.

3. In this case you need to reach out to MRI-Simmons.  First try their website: 
https://www.mrisimmons.com/

4. Click on Client Resources on the top right:
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5. Click on thumbnail image under Insights Login. You need to use your Insights Login ID to access 

MRI-Simmons survey information (see #6 if you do not have a Login ID).  

6. If you do not have an Insights Login ID, you need to reach out to your MRI-Simmons Account  
Manager. You can also email MRI-Simmons Client Services or Information.

a. clientservices.ms@mrisimmons.com

b. info.ms@mrisimmons.com

7. Once your Login ID is secured and you log into Insights, you can access the MRI-Simmons 
surveys and codebooks by selecting Study Resources on the left of the screen. There is a drop 
down menu to select the exact MRI-Simmons survey you need.
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8. Select the survey that corresponds with the fusion time period you are looking at. The data 
dictionary can tell you what survey corresponds with the NPM time period. The top of the MRI data 
dictionary details this information:

9. Once you click on the survey of choice, you will see a drop down list for Surveys and Codebooks. 
Be patient until you find what you need.
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PLEASE NOTE –
a. MRI-Simmons USA is the name of the survey 
from Spring 2021 forward. 
b. MRI: Survey of the American Consumer is the 
name of the surveys prior to Spring 2021.
Click on one

In this example, we need to look at 
the MRI Spring 2021 Survey.

The codebook is an actual true representation of what appears in a particular survey, whereas 
the Product Survey is what the respondent is filling out so you can see exactly how each 
question is worded. They are both useful depending on what you need. The Product Survey 
Highlighted (Simmons) and Product Survey Highlighted (MRI) were put together to show clients 
some of the additional variables from Simmons and what variables were staying from MRI. 
These are mostly useful for the first few new merged MRI-Simmons survey periods.
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10. For our Vet Care spend question above, you can click on either the Product Survey or the 

Codebook to get your answer.

a. After clicking on the Product Survey [MRI-Simmons USA Product Survey English (Wave 84)], 
the survey will appear. Click CTRL+F on your keyboard to populate the search bar.  Search 
for Vet Care to find the answer to my time period question. 

a. Or click on the code book (MRI-Simmons USA Spring 2021 Codebook) and search for Vet 
Care to find the answer.

b. With either method, you see the time period of vet care spend in this question is 12 months!

11. If you are still unable to find the variable in question, please contact 

a.  an MRI-Simmons representative,

b. your MRI-Simmons Account Manager or 

c.  the MRI Client Service Helpline: 866-256-4468
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